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PRO
We specialize in the ﬁtness center industry and larger
installations. This makes us a complete supplier of
equipment for home training, companies, hotel,
physiotherapists, top sports, ﬁtness centers and more.
Our professional salesmen have a high level of
competence in health and training equipment.
We deliver design, project management, assemble
and offer the best service and after market in Scandinavia.
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7100 Vejle
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For nearly four decades, Keiser has
inﬂuenced the training of athletes, ﬁtness
enthusiasts and rehabilitation experts
worldwide with better ﬁtness products
that unite both components of human
performance: the force you produce, and
the speed at which you produce it.
keiser.com

CARDIO & STRENGTH
Our groundbreaking rear-wheel M Series indoor bikes are what made us famous. But the same science-proven Keiser quality
is engineered into all cardio products — from the M3i with innovative new pedals to our new M5i Strider elliptical and M3i
Total Body Trainer, all equipped with Bluetooth®. Introduce precision to your strength training programs. Our machines are
equipped with patented Keiser pneumatic technology to give everyone from ﬁrst-time gym members to pro athletes a safer,
easier, more efﬁcient way to boost power output, improve core stability, and gain overall muscle performance.

M3i
The Keiser M3i is the only
indoor group cycling bike
built entirely around YOU –
that’s YOU the rider, YOU the
gym owner and YOU the
service technician.

M5i
An elliptical machine
designed to offer an effective
group training option, while
still offering the same unique
beneﬁts that made the M3i a
success.

M3i TOTAL BODY TRAINER
Obtain a concurrent, full body
workout, work the upper or
lower body independently, or
perform single limb
rehabilitative movements.

AIR250 LEGPRESS
Features a bilateral leg
movement function. Its
simple design and ease of
adjustment makes this a
perfect starter piece for
facilities.

AIR250 SEATED LEG CURL
Keiser designed the A250
Seated Leg Curl to have a less
intimidating seated position
and to reduce stress on the
lower back.

AIR250 LEG EXTENSION
Designed to make entry into
the machine easy. Leg
cushions and seat backs are
fully adjustable, without
getting off the machine.

M7i
Because success starts with
access, the Keiser M7i is
designed for easy use with
any mobility device or a
standard chair.

AIR250 LAT PULLDOWN
The revolutionary design of
the Lat Pulldown eliminates
the cable, thereby reducing
the maintenance and the
chance of injury to the user.
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PERFORMANCE
We’re just as relentless as you are. The demands of elite athletic competition inspired Keiser to create performance training
products and programs that help your athletes safely achieve the highest level of performance possible on the ﬁeld of play.
Only Keiser’s Dynamic Variable Resistance safely builds strength at any speed, which is the key to building maximum power
(Force x Velocity). Keiser strength machines enable you to develop power, and power is the key to performance.

AIR300 LEG PRESS
The combination of
unilateral/bilateral movement
and pneumatic technology
makes the AIR300 Leg Press a
perfect ﬁt for developing
Power.

AIR 300 SQUAT
Combining a low impact
workout with the ability
to move safely at higher
speeds, the AIR300 Squat
enhances explosive Power.
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AIR300 RUNNER
Allows athletes to train the
lower body for power by
using the components of
speed and resistance.
Improves acceleration and
explosive power.

A350 BIXIAL CHEST PRESS
Unlike conventional
machines that use iron, this
low-inertia design gives you a
smooth resistance. It’s perfect
for people at any ﬁtness level.

AIR300 LEG CURL PRO
Industry’s best leg curl
machine for eccentric
loading. Offers unilateral or
bilateral leg training. Smooth
pneumatic resistance.

A350 BIXIAL UPPER BACK
The A350 Biaxial Upper Back
guides you through a range
of motion that optimizes the
effect on all of the muscles of
the upper back.

AIR300 SEATED CALF
Unique machine engineered
to create explosive power
from the lower leg. Increased
Resistance Range For More
Intense Functional Workouts.

HALF RACK
A smaller version of the
original POWER Rack and
incorporates the same
exercises. Designed for spaceconscious applications.

INFINITY SERIES
Train real-world movement at real-world speed. From professional athletes to the frail elderly, Keiser’s Inﬁnity Series is the
most efﬁcient way to develop functional, real-world power — on any plane, at any speed. Whatever the motion you want to
train — throwing a baseball, swinging a club, or just performing the activities of daily living — Keiser’s Inﬁnity Series lets you
train the neuromuscular system at the speed of life.
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FUNCTIONAL TRAINER
Represents the core machine within the Inﬁnity Series. As the
name implies, it is a multi-functional machine for a complete
body workout.

PERFOMANCE TRAINER
Takes the Performance Trainer and transforms it into a multiuser training zone. Versatility that allows you to customize
your workout.

SIX PACK
Athletes who have trained on the POWER Rack have seen
overall strength gains, better speed, control and explosive
power.

TRIPLE TRAINER
Packs all of the beneﬁts of the Functional Trainer into a spacesaving, triangular-shaped column. Accommodates up to three
exercisers at one time.

Since its inception in 1983, Spirit Fitness has
maintained its focus on delivering the highest
quality equipment to help every individual attain
his or her personal ﬁtness goals. Through our own
perseverance and focus on product innovation,
Spirit Fitness has grown into a global brand
delivering unparalleled ﬁtness products for the
medical, commercial and home ﬁtness industry.
Our mission is simple: to give every person the
tools they need to keep moving and become the
best version of themselves.
spiritcommercialﬁtness.com

900 SERIES
Introducing the SPIRIT 900 Series - our ﬂagship ﬁtness line featuring the very best in design, engineering and quality offering
excellent performance and reliability in any commercial environment.The 900 series is packed with the very latest industryled features and are available with our Ultra-Bright LED console or new TFT Touch Screens. Our 900 series console was
designed to be easy to use with intuitive program operation. The automobile industry ,,Ultra-Bright” blue LED displays with
backlighting elements make the console easy to read. The program key along with numeric key-pad make for entering data
easy, so your client can quickly start their workout.

CT900
Robust construction and
commercial-grade
components make the
CT900 the gold standard
for treadmills.

CE900
From stride length and hand
grips to pedal placement and
ﬂywheel inertia, this elliptical
combines ﬁt and function in
one robust machine.

CU900
The CU900 Upright Bike
boasts features that provide
users with precise ﬁt and
function and a beautiful
console to track performance.

CR900
Takes workout ease and
comfort to a new level. Stepthrough design makes it easy
for all users to enter and exit
the bike.

CT900ENT
Combines the quality and
construction of the CT900
with the beauty and
innovation of an display for
TV, web browsing and music
streaming.

CE900ENT
Created to work out with
comfort and ease, the
CE900ENT features the Spirit
signatureentertainment
console for media at your
ﬁngertips.

AB900 AIR BIKE
The AB900 Air Bike is a classic
design with powerful impact
and is the perfect addition to
commercial facilities.

CSC900
Features a super sleek design,
locking stairs for safety and
the largest surface area on the
market for multiple foot
position training options.
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CABLE SERIES & MULTI STATIONS
It is rugged performance strength training equipment that takes what athletes dish out and helps exercisers get to where
they strive to be. SPIRIT Strength moves the way the body is meant to move and rewards hard work with results. It’s our
promise to you that every product from every series will offer ﬂuid movement, ergonomically sound comfort and the
durability to stand up to the most rigorous exercise environments.

FUNCTIONAL TRAINER
1:2 ratio for easy starting and rapid work
out. Multi accessories gives the user
training variety. Ergonomically design in
grips for trainer persistence.

4 STACK MULTI STATION
- Adjustable Hi/Lo Pulley
- Triceps Pressdown
- Low Row
- Lat Pulldown

SMITH MACHINE
Bar is counter balanced to 2 kg for very
low starting resistance. Vertical design
accommodates most exercise and
provides easier set-up.

CABLE CROSSOVER
With a 1:1 Direct Drive ratio for a solid
and “Real Feel” intense workout. Multi
accessory pack gives your members
the variety they need.

8 STACK MULTI STATION
- Adjustable Hi/Lo Pulley x 2
- Triceps Pressdown x 2
- Low Row x 2
- Lat Pulldown x 2
- Pull Up Bar
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SELECTORIZED SP-43 SERIES
It is rugged performance strength training equipment that takes what athletes dish out and helps exercisers get to where
they strive to be. SPIRIT Strength moves the way the body is meant to move and rewards hard work with results. It’s our
promise to you that every product from every series will offer ﬂuid movement, ergonomically sound comfort and the
durability to stand up to the most rigorous exercise environments.

LAT PULLDOWN
Traditional Lat Pulldown with
adjustable chain-links for
positioning of bar height.
Storage hooks for bar when
not is use.

LOW ROW
Challenges the entire body
with stabilization while
pulling with arms and upper
back muscles. Dual foot bars
for users of all sizes.

SEATED LEG CURL
Thigh pad adjusts to front of
knees, keeping user in
alignment with axis of
rotation.

SEATED LEG PRESS
Large foot platform for foot
placement variety and angled
lower edge for calf exercises.
Angled sled provides support and
simulates a squat movement.

SHOULDER PRESS
Horizontal and parallel
grip options for users with
shoulder limitations.
Unilateral and bilateral
path of motion.

SEATED CHEST PRESS
Overhead pivot follows
body’s natural movement for
pressing motion. Unilateral
and bilateral motions for
correcting muscle imbalances.

LEG EXTENSION
Back pad adjustments for
proper alignment with
machines axis of rotation.
Lower Tibia pad self-adjusts.

PRONE LEG-CURL
Prone positioning allows full
range of motion training of
hamstrings across both hip
and knee joints.
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SELECTORIZED SP-35 SERIES
It is rugged performance strength training equipment that takes what athletes dish out and helps exercisers get to where
they strive to be. SPIRIT Strength moves the way the body is meant to move and rewards hard work with results. It’s our
promise to you that every product from every series will offer ﬂuid movement, ergonomically sound comfort and the
durability to stand up to the most rigorous exercise environments.
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LAT PULLDOWN
Unilateral and bilateral
motions for correcting muscle
imbalances. Horizontal grips
with natural diverging path of
motion.

SEATED ROW
Grips pivot and rotate to selfadjust and help maintain
focus on back muscles
Adjustable seat and chest pad
provide ideal positioning.

LEG EXTENSION
Back pad adjustments for
proper alignment with
machines axis of rotation.
Lower Tibia pad self-adjusts
limiting the number of
necessary adjustments.

LEG CURL
Adjustable roller and back
pads provide proper
positioning with the machine’s
axis of rotation. Angled user
positioning helps with
stabilization during exercise.

PEC FLY/REAR DELT
Dual exercise machine saves
ﬂoor space. Multiple hand
grips and range of motion
adjustment for lots of exercise
variety.

HIP ABDUCTOR / ADDUCTOR
Dual exercise machine saves
ﬂoor space. Large thigh pads
and foot supports provide
comfort and stability.

LEG PRESS
Large foot platform increases
movement variety including
calf exercises. Forward hand
grip assists with entry and
exit from machine.

CHEST PRESS
Unilateral and bilateral
motions for correcting muscle
imbalances. Horizontal grips
with natural converging path
of motion.

PLATE LOADED
It is rugged performance strength training equipment that takes what athletes dish out and helps exercisers get to where
they strive to be. SPIRIT Strength moves the way the body is meant to move and rewards hard work with results. It’s our
promise to you that every product from every series will offer ﬂuid movement, ergonomically sound comfort and the
durability to stand up to the most rigorous exercise environments.
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CHEST PRESS
Highly visibility marker on
back pad to help with proper
alignment of chest with
handles. Overhead pivot is
biomechanically ideal for
pressing motions.

ROW
Horizontal and vertical hand
grips for training emphasis
and variety. Stabilizing
handle in the middle to help
when performing unilateral
rows.

SHOULDER PRESS
Highly visibility marker on
back pad to help with proper
alignment of shoulders with
handles. Unilateral and
bilateral converging path of
motion.

ADJUSTABLE BENCH
Adjustable roller and back pads
provide proper positioning
with the machine’s axis of
rotation. Seat pad is sized to
allow full hamstrings muscle
contraction.

PREACHER CURL
Large foot platform increases
movement variety including
calf exercises. Forward hand
grip assets with entry and exit
from machine.

OLYMPIC FLAT BENCH
Back pad adjustment for proper
alignment with machine’s axis
of rotation. Lower Tibia pad selfadjusts limiting the number of
necessary adjustments.

LEG PRESS
Curvilinear path of motion
matches the natural motion
of a squat. Extra large foot
plate uses a 4-bar linkage to
maintain correct ankle
alignment.

BACK EXTENSION
45-degrees positioning is ideal
for training posterior muscles.
Thigh pads are adjustable to ﬁt
all user sizes. Lower leg pads
support at the calf which
eliminates knees discomfort.

American Barbell is a manufacturing company
with extensive experience in providing premium
strength training equipment and services to the
ﬁtness and exercise community worldwide. As a
ﬁrst-rate gym equipment brand, we utilize the best
domestic and international manufacturing and
sourcing solutions available to bring innovative,
creative, and functional exercise equipment to life.
americanbarbell.com

WEIGHT BARS & PLATES
American Barbell make the best barbells on the planet. When you pick one of them up, you can feel the difference. We’ve
been at it for over 40 years, and every decision made along the way has been in the pursuit of excellence. We have set the
standard in barbell technology and quality. Our innovations have been imitated by the biggest names in the industry, but
hey, that’s the highest form of ﬂattery, right? We originate, innovate and manufacture strength, that’s what we do.

TRAINING BAR
A solid, versatile barbell that
can be used for just about any
application. Tested against the
day-to-day abuse of heavy
training and it’s proven worthy.
Available as 15 or 20 kg bar.

CERAKOTE TRAINING BAR
A solid, versatile barbell that
can be used for just about any
application. Available in 10
standard colours and over 90
custom colours.

ELITE POWER BAR
A shaft made from precision
grade stainless steel. Our
selected steel grade for our
Power Bars provides very little
ﬂex, making it ideal for a
variety of max load lifts.

PERFORMANCE BEARING BAR
A host of proprietary features
unlike any other on the market.
It’s with this technology our bars
spin smoother as the weight gets
heavier on the bar. Available as 15
or 20 kg bar

URETHANE BUMPER PLATES
American Barbell is the ﬁrst
company to manufacture a
urethane bumper plate.
These bumpers are
exceptionally durable.

SPORT COLOR PLATES
The American Barbell Sport
color bumper plates are 450
mm in diameter and feature a
quality stainless steel insert for
easy loading onto the bar.

SPORT BLACK PLATES
The American Barbell Sport
rubber bumper plates are 450
mm in diameter and feature a
quality stainless steel insert for
easy loading onto the bar.

COLOR TRAINING PLATES
A top choice for any weight
room or platform and ensure a
no-maintenance bumper plate
despite repeated drops.
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VARIOUS EQUIPMENT
American Barbell is a manufacturing company with extensive experience in providing premium strength training equipment
and services to the ﬁtness and exercise community worldwide. As a ﬁrst-rate gym equipment brand, we utilize the best
domestic and international manufacturing and sourcing solutions available to bring innovative, creative, and functional
exercise equipment to life.

URETHANE DUMBBELLS
Black textured urethane head,
easy to read number
increments in gray and a highquality construction — all at an
affordable price point.

SOFT PLYO BOX
One of the best tools to
perform box jumps, squad
lunges, box squats, incline
and decline push-ups without
the risk of any fatal injury due
to its non-slip surface.

PLYO BOX WOOD
This jump box is built for safe,
effective plyometric training
at any skill level. Its puzzle
piece design allows for ﬂat
shipping and easy assembly.

CLASSIC KETTLEBELLS
We set out to make a premium
kettlebell by using the highest
quality materials available. A
textured ﬁnish offers a solid grip
and chip resistant surface.

COMPETITION KETTLEBELL
We are excited to introduce
our new range of urethane
competition kettlebells. We
are conﬁdent that these are
the highest quality kettlebells
on the market.

PUSH-PULL SLED
Heavy duty with multiple
handles that are also
reversible. Great for parallel
grip push and pulling with a
track harness or strongman
harness.

PREMIUM WALL BALL
Premium grade wall ball.
The heavy duty, Polyurethane
& Polyester composite
Honeycomb material was
designed for grip and
durability.

EAGLE BIKE
Designed to soar when your
training demands it. Giving
you the stability you need to
really dig in and grind out
those tough intervals.
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VARIOUS EQUIPMENT
American Barbell is a manufacturing company with extensive experience in providing premium strength training equipment
and services to the ﬁtness and exercise community worldwide. As a ﬁrst-rate gym equipment brand, we utilize the best
domestic and international manufacturing and sourcing solutions available to bring innovative, creative, and functional
exercise equipment to life.

CLUB STRENGTH RACK PACKAGE
Club strength packs for group strength classes
can receive a lot of wear and tear during group
weight training programs. The quality and
construction of group strength barbells, weight
plates, and collars are imperative to keeping
your equipment safe and functional.
The American Barbell Club Strength Pack with
Storage Rack includes everything you need to
have a successful group strength class. This
olympic bar weight set package includes (20)
complete User Sets, each of which consists of
one hard chrome bar, one pair of spring collars,
two 10 lb., two 5 lb., and two 2.5 lb. Urethane
coated barbell grip plates.

MEDICINE BALL
The American Barbell medicine balls are
color-coded according to their weight. Each
ball is textured to optimize its grip ability and
enhance sensory feel. These sand-ﬁlled balls are
exceptionally weighted to provide even balance
and functionality. Our medicine balls look great
in their dual-color combinations. All balls
feature a stock black dimpling design coupled
with a textured color to indicate the weight of
the ball.
The balls are available in the following weights:
1-10 kg and 12 kg.
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RACKS & RIGS
American Barbell is a manufacturing company with extensive experience in providing premium strength training equipment
and services to the ﬁtness and exercise community worldwide. As a ﬁrst-rate gym equipment brand, we utilize the best
domestic and international manufacturing and sourcing solutions available to bring innovative, creative, and functional
exercise equipment to life.

48 RACK
Premium grade wall ball. The heavy duty, Polyurethane &
Polyester composite Honeycomb material was designed for
grip and durability.

SQUAT STAND
Premium grade wall ball.
The heavy duty, Polyurethane & Polyester
composite Honeycomb material was
designed for grip and durability.
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HALF RACK
3x3 11 gauge steel and 3/4” hardware makes this an incredibly
solid rack with modular functionality and a wide variety of
customization options. Plastic protection on both sides of the JHooks help protect the bar and uprights from scratching and wear.

PULL SQUAT STAND
Premium grade wall ball.
The heavy duty, Polyurethane & Polyester
composite Honeycomb material was
designed for grip and durability.

Abilica (/abilika/) is a Norwegian ﬁtness brand using
Scandinavian designs developed back in 2002. We want
you to have positive associations with our brand, like a
feeling of achievement and accomplishment in all levels
of training. We offer a wide range of training equipment,
with many different solutions for people wanting to live
an Active Lifestyle no matter what your everyday life looks
like.
abilica.com

ABILICA TRAINING
Abilica Training is a series of high-quality training equipment made with environmentally friendly choices that will last season
after season. Our products are for anyone who wants to train, even for world champions.

HEX DUMBBELLS

OLYMPIC WEIGHT PLATES

MULTIGRIP BAR

HEX BAR

PREMIUM GYMMAT

SQUAT PAD

PUNCH AND KICK

MEDICINEBALL

BATTLEROPE

BAG GLOVES

EXERTUBE ECO

FITNESSBANDS ECO
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ABILICA XC-MILL 2700
Tested and developed by Johannes Klæbo. With an incline of up to 15%, it lets you train technical diagonal stride at home.
And with a top speed of 30 kph, you can train at high speed on both easy and difﬁcult inclines. The best thing about Abilica
XC-Mill 2700? You can use roller skis, run, or even use your bike.

XC-MILL 2700
Abilica XC-Mill 2700 is the treadmill that stands out from the others. This performance treadmill covers three usages for serious athletes.
Running
With a wide running surface and 250 cm length, two people can run at the same time on the treadmill, and change places during their
run. It’s also beneﬁcial to train bounding when you want to control speed and climb.
Roller Ski
There are endless possibilities with the Abilica XC-Mill 2700. When the weather makes it impossible to train cross-country skiing
outdoors, you can have a huge advantage to be able to use the treadmill as an active part of your training routine. Another big
advantage is that it gives a very similar way of outdoor cross-country skiing. With an incline up to 15% it lets you train technical stride
indoors, in your own home. And with a top speed of 30 kph, you can train at high speed on both easy and difﬁcult inclines.
Bike
This treadmill is the future of home training. It’s also well adapted if you want to use your mountain or racing bike, no need to change
tires. Using a bike on the treadmill gives you the ability to ride your bike freely indoors where you can perfect your uphill training.
Picture this: you’re climbing the Alpe d’Huez – but the uphill never ends!
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The goal and vision of Exxentric has remained
the same since the very beginning: building
devices that enable people to become stronger
and have the strength they desire. Having the
strength to endure and succeed is important
not only for performance, but in life in general.
Therefore, we innovate in order to provide
effective tools and methods which will allow
people to succeed when it matters. Because
strength matters, in all parts of life.
exxentric.com

TRAIN UP YOUR POTENTIAL
With the kBox and kPulley, instead of a ﬁxed load determined by gravity when lifting weights, you work against the variable
inertia of heavy steel ﬂywheels determined by the effort and energy you unleash into the device. These training devices are
truly versatile and serve multiple purposes, allowing you to engage your upper body, core and lower body with a wide variety
of exercises.

kBOX4 ACTIVE SYSTEMS
Kickstart your Flywheel Training with our entry-level kBox model. The
perfect device for strength training, rehabilitation, injury prevention,
and training in general. Available with our free Flywheel Training

kBOX4 LITE SYSTEMS
Broader range of resistance provided by the lightest kBox model,
practical to pack and bring with you on the move. Its built-in kMeter
feedback system allows you to monitor your progress in real-time.

kBOX4 PRO SYSTEMS
The premium and best-selling kBox model with the largest
performance area. Made for intense workouts and serious strength
building exercises. Its built-in kMeter feedback system allows you to
monitor your progress in real-time.

kPULLEY GO SYSTEMS
Kickstart or enhance your Flywheel Training setup with one of our
entry-level models. Its compact size and design provides you with
freedom in your training, while also maintaining a great capacity for
loading & variable resistance.
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FluidPowerZone is a range of ﬂuid resistance ﬁtness machines, designed for
training in any Zone – Cardio, Power, Strength or Speed. Our patented Twin Tank
system delivers 10 levels of ﬂuid, concentric only resistance that will
accommodate all levels and abilities, from general ﬁtness enthusiasts to elite
athletes and provides a perfect platform for rehabilitation/medical applications.
ﬁrstdegreeﬁtness.com/ﬂuidpowerzone

FLUID POWER ZONE RANGE
FluidPowerZone is a range of ﬂuid resistance ﬁtness machines, designed for training in any Zone – Cardio, Power, Strength or
Speed. Our patented Twin Tank system delivers 10 levels of ﬂuid, concentric only resistance that will accommodate all levels
and abilities, from general ﬁtness enthusiasts to elite athletes and provides a perfect platform for rehabilitation/medical
applications.

FIRST DEGREE POWER CLIMB
A high-quality commercial grade
contralateral full body climber. The
resistance is inﬁnitely variable via the 10x
Adjustable Fluid Resistance mechanism.

FIRST DEGREE POWER ERG
A heavy-duty, commercial quality ski
ergometer designed to withstand high
intensity, powerful workouts for your
core, arms and back.

FIRST DEGREE POWER PRESS
An industrial quality, concentric action
Squat to Overhead press machine. The
resistance is inﬁnitely variable via the 10x
Adjustable Fluid Resistance mechanism.

FIRST DEGREE POWER CUBE
Designed to support complex lifting
routines without the force of the
accelerated weight on the way back down,
providing a suitable workout platform for
sports or rehabilitation applications.

FIRST DEGREE POWER UBE
An industrial quality, standing Upper Body
Ergometer, designed to withstand high
intensity powerful workouts or provide
silky smooth resistance suitable for warm
ups, cool downs and rehabilitation.

FIRST DEGREE POWER ROW
A high-quality commercial grade rowing
ergometer with an instant natural catch
and a smooth consistent feel throughout
the whole stroke.
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